. Prediction equations for a) VAT and b) SAT, by sex and ethnicity: SABRE study (7). Models used the following predictors for both depots: age (years), weight (kg), height (cm), waist circumference (cm), hip circumference (cm), thigh circumference (cm). No baseline diabetes n=2197 n=1355 n=650
a) VAT in cm
Traced at follow-up, n=2063 n=1300 n=545
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Follow up for diabetes n=1356 n=842 n=335
All adiposity measures n=1338 n=838 n=330 Figure S3 . Age-adjusted univariate associations between estimated VAT or SAT and diabetes in women: a comparison of estimates with and without allowances for uncertainty in the coefficients of the prediction equations used to derive baseline estimated VAT or SAT. SHR=sub-hazard ratio (competing risks models) showing the effect of a 1 SD increase in each adiposity measure on incident diabetes, lines indicate 95% confidence intervals (frequentist models) or 95% credible intervals (Bayesian models). Bayesian models incorporate uncertainty in the beta-coefficients of the prediction equations used to derive baseline adiposity measures, whereas frequentist models do not. VAT= visceral adipose tissue, SAT= subcutaneous adipose tissue. 
